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This year the WED theme is “Biodiversity” and the host 

country is Colombia in Partnership with Germany. 

Colombia is listed as one of the world’s “megadiverse” 

country and sustaining close to 10% of the planet’s 

biodiversity. Colombia ranks first in bird and orchid 

species diversity and second in plants, butterflies, 

freshwater fish and amphibians. The country is a part of 

the Amazon rainforest and the humid ecosystems of the 

Chocó biogeographical area. India is among the 17 

megadiverse countries in the world with four Biodiversity 

hotspots such as Western Ghats, Himalayas etc. 

 

Biodiversity is the variability of living things (from plants 

& animals to fungi & bacteria and the genetic diversity 

found among them) that makes up life on Earth. It also 

includes the ecosystems (oceans, forests, mountain 

environments & coral reefs) housing about 8.0 million 

species on earth. However, as on date 1.0 million plant & 

animal species are facing extinction. Every species plays 

an important role in keeping an ecosystem balanced and 

healthy. Losses in biodiversity increases spread of 

infectious diseases. Healthy ecosystems, rich with 

biodiversity, are essential to human existence. They clean 

air, purify water, ensure availability of nutritious foods, 

nature based medicines & raw materials, and reduce the 

occurrence of disasters. 

 

In our Company, we celebrated WED by taking many 

initiatives like taking oath for protecting environment, 

planted saplings, conducted quiz, created awareness 

amongst all staff, workers and other stakeholders etc. 

  

Next year is a launch for UN Decade on Ecosystem 

Restoration (2021-2030), intended to massively scale up 

the restoration of degraded and destroyed ecosystems. Let 

us all be responsible and do whatever possible to save our 

mother Earth. 
Pravin Panchal 

ITD Cementation India Limited 

Volume II / 2020, Issue 68 A Periodical on “Safety in Construction” 
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BIODIVERSITY 

World Environment Day (WED) 

was first celebrated in 1974 on 5th 

June. Through WED the United 

Nations stimulates worldwide 

awareness of the environment and 

enhances political attention and 

action. 

Few Environmental Achievements at  

ITD Cem by taking various initiatives 

Division wise statistics of Saplings planted & 

Awareness created amongst people 

Division 
No. of 

Saplings  
Planted 

Training Imparted  
on WED Oath taken 

by no of 
persons  No of 

Workers 
No of 
Staff 

1 145 259 99 346 

2 532 979 243 1152 

3 104 173 75 230 

4 181 472 123 750 

5 160 711 92 776 

Depots 22 58 18 76 

Total 1144 2652 650 3330 

 

“Biodiversity is soul for life, each life is important to it” 



 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Bio-Composting  

Introduction: 

Decomposition and Stabilization of Solid 

organic waste material has been taking place in nature 

ever since life appeared on this planet. Composting is the 

process of decomposition and stabilization of organic 

matter under controlled condition. Waste materials that 

are organic in nature, such as plant material, food scraps 

and Paper products can be recycled using biological 

composting and digestion processes to decompose the 

organic matter. It is biological processes in which micro-

organisms mainly fungi, and bacteria convert degradable 

organic waste into humus like substance. The resulting 

organic matter is then recycled as mulch or compost for 

agriculture or landscaping purpose. In addition, waste 

gas from the process (such as methane) can be captured 

and used for generating electricity.  

 

The intention of the biological processing in waste 

management is to control and accelerate the natural 

process of decomposition of organic matter. There is 

large variety of composting and digestion methods and 

technologies varying in complexity from simple home 

compost heaps, to industrial enclosed vessel digestion of 

mixed domestic products. Methods of biological 

decomposition are differentiated as being aerobic or 

anaerobic methods, though hybrids of the two methods 

also exist. 

 

Composition: 
Organic matter constitutes 35-40% of the MSW 

generated in India. This waste can be recycled by the 

method of composting one of the oldest forms of 

disposal. Apart from being clean, cheap and safe 

composting can significantly reduce the amount of 

disposal garbage. Each one ton of wet garbage can yield 

200-300 Kg of organic fertilizer. It increases the soil’s 

ability to hold water and make the soil easier to cultivate.  

 

Conditions for Good Compost: 
A good compost for composting will comprise of three 

parts ‘Browns’ and one part ‘Greens’ 

 

Brown (Carbon) Greens (Nitrogen) 

 Dry Leaves and 

Twigs 

 Dry plant and grass 

clippings 

 Hay 

 Paper 

 

 Grass and plant clippings 

 Fresh Landscape trimmings 

 Vegetables 

 Fruit peels 

 Coffee grounds and used tea 

powder leaves 

 Egg shells  

 

 

 Moisture composting materials should feel moist but not 

overly soggy. 

 Temperature Compost should feel warm to the touch except in 

the cold winter months. 

 Air to prevent unpleasant odors that can occur when materials 

decompose without oxygen, compost should be turned regularly 

to ensure that air is reaching the center of the pile. 

 

Bio-Composting Practice at ITD Cem Project Site –  
The Haldia Project implemented Bio-compost mechanism by 

using in-house materials to cater the organic waste generated at 

site from Oct’2019.  

Following are details on the composting program: 

Preparation of Compost Bin: Two Nos of used Barrel with 

perforations (for air circulation) was used as the compost bin. 

 
Process for Composting: The Bio-composting process basically 

involves 3 layers with the composting cycle of 15 days as 

described below: 

 
 

 

 

Repeat the pattern till 2/3rd of container and keep aside for 

compost to develop. Pour water occasionally to keep the compost 

moist. After 3-4 weeks, odor free Bio-compost is ready. It was 

utilized for developing green belt at project site.  

 
Nilesh Penkar 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1st Layer of soil & 
vegetables peels 

 

2nd Layers of dry 
leaves and twigs 

 

3rd Layer of soil, 
vegetables peels, 
Shredded paper 

  
 

“Act Responsible, Think Sustainable” 
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Continuous improvement is better than delayed perfection – (Mark Twain) 
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Div-4 

 
 

Div-5 

 
 

 

However, over all Customer Feedback for the year 2019-20 

of the Organization was 84.6% as against set target of 

85.37%. 
 

Overall Company Performance (2019-20) 

 
 

We at ITD Cem, always strive for betterment in our areas 

covering Quality, Environment & Occupational Health and 

Safety, which is need of the hour for any Organization’s 

sustainable growth. 
 

Chhavi Upadhyaya 

 

 

 

 

 

Customer Feedback 
(Corporate Objective) 

 

Customer’s perception always plays an important role in the 

improvement process of any organization. In our 

organization, quarterly customer feedback is taken and score 

is analysed every six months.  

In order to improve further, last year we had identified 

following three areas and Action Plan was prepared.   

 House Keeping,  

 Waste Management  

 Control of Dust and Noise 
Throughout the year, our team focused and worked hard on 

improving on these areas. We created awareness amongst 

staff and workers through Trainings, Inspection checklist was 

modified and strict monitoring was done. Regular interactions 

with clients were done to understand their needs & 

expectations.   

Average yearend ratings on these three areas were analysed 

and division wise achievement in graphical representation is 

done here. 

 

The performance of the organization on these three areas- 

Company Performance: 

 
 

Div-1 

 
 

Div-2 

 
 

 Your most unhappy customers are your greatest source 
of learning.                                                             – Bill Gates 

 
 

 

 

We at ITD Cementation India Ltd, monitor customer’s 

perception of the degree to which their needs and 

expectations have been fulfilled. It is one of our Corporate 

Target     -  85.37 % 

Achieved -  84.60 % 



 

   

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

World Environment Day Celebrations – 2020 

“Conserve Environmental Resources” 

 

Special tool box talk on World Environment Day at Mumbai 
Metro MMRCL Project (A1316 AT), Mumbai 

 

Created Awareness amongst Staff & Workers on World 
Environment Day at UG-RT04, BMRCL, Bangalore 

(AT048319) 
 

Tree plantation by Staff & Workers on World Environment 
Day at UG 2, KMRCL (A0610 AT), Kolkata 

Environment Oath taken by all Staff & Workers at Kolkata 
Biman Bandar (KBB) Project, (44217 AW), Kolkata 

Training by Mr. Anindya Banerjee (EHS) on Biodiversity at 
Churial Canal MT (A2118 AT) & JLSMT (A1416AT) 

Environmental awareness workshop by Mr. Shilajit Koley at 
Tunnel-6, Sevoke-Rangpo Project (AN048119) 
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World Environment Day Celebrations – 2020 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

“Green revolution a best solution to arrest pollution” 

 

Environment Oath at MMRDA Track Project (BK 046218) Sapling plantation by Mr. Vijay Ingale (PM) at MMRDA Track 
Project (BK 046218)  

Sapling plantation by BMRCL Client Mr. Ramesh Dy. CE (CY) & 
Mr.CM Jha (PM) at Casting Yard of R-1A, BMRCL (A1617BW) 

Environment Quiz Competition held at R-1A, Bangalore Metro 
Project, BMRCL (A1617BW) 

Speech by BMRCL Client – Executive Engineer Mr. H.C Patil of 
R-1B Site, BMRCL (A1717BW D2) 

Sapling Plantation by Mr. B.S. Patil (PM) at SAROLA Site 
Office. RIL Infra Road Works, (BR046518) 
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World Environment Day Celebrations – 2020 

  

  

  

  

Sapling plantation by Client & Staff at (A1817BW/ R5P1), 
BMRCL 

Speech by BMRCL Client Mr. Ravindra Bettaller (Dy. CE.) at 
(A1917BW R5-P2), BMRCL 

 

Environment Oath by Staff & Worker’s in presence of  
Mr. LI Chiniwar (PM) at BHAMA-WS Project (35715 BS) 

Sapling plantation by Mr. Subrata Mukherjee (Plant In- 
charge) Agartala Project Sites GWTP (A0913 BS) 

Environment Oath being taken at KEC Delhi Metro Project  
(48720 CF / 48820 CF) 

Env. Awareness by Mr. Santosh Bhattacharya (PM) for Staff, 
Operators & Helpers at NTPC-Sipat Bilaspur (CH047819) 

“Plant together let’s make the World greener” 
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World Environment Day Celebrations – 2020 

  

  

  

  

Sapling Plantation by Mr. Sanjay Patil (PM) on World 
Environment Day-2020 at R1A-BMRCL (A1617BW/D3) 

Training conducted by Mr. Sanjay Patil (PM) on Bio Diversity on 
Occasion of WED-2020 at R1B-BMRCL (A1717BW/D3) 

Sapling Plantation by Mr. Rajesh Udasin (CIT-JV) and training 
by Mr. Imran (EHS) on WED at Mumbai Metro (41716 CF) 

Creating Environment awareness amongst Operators & 
Helpers on WED 2020 at Noida Underpass (CW-047619) 

Env. Awareness Training conducted by Mr. Avadhut Bhoite 
(EHS) on Biodiversity at piling JSW Dolvi (35615CF)  

Sapling distribution to Local People by Mr. Shashi Kumar 
(Comm.& Planning) at Stone column JSW Dolvi (046618CG) 

“Join hands to Save our Environment” 
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World Environment Day Celebrations – 2020 

  

  

  

  

Tree Plantation by Mr. Santanu Ghosh (Project Head) 
(42016 DM) - IWAI, Multimodal IWT Terminal at Haldia, WB 

Environment Pledge by PM & others, administered by 
Mr. Satyanaryan Sirivuri (EHS) (45418 DM), at Udangudi, TN 

Sapling plantation by Mr. N. S. N. Raju (ALHW Client)  
 (45818 DM) Refit Jetty Site, ALHW, Port Blair, A&N                           

World Environment Day addressed by Mr. Vilas Panse (Project 
Manager) (47119 DM) Chhara Port Site, Gujarat  

Sapling Plantation by Mr. Soumitra Ghosh (Project Head) 
(DM048619) Development of AIPT-2 Site, Yangon, Myanmar 

Environment Pledge administered by Mr. Vinod Chaple (EHS 
In-charge) (42917 DM) ORI & ORII Site, VPT, Vizag  

“Resources aren’t free; they charge all a fee” 
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World Environment Day Celebrations – 2020 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

Tree Plantation by Mr. Deepjyoti Pati (Site Planning & 
Commercial Head) (47019 DM) Liquid Jetty JNPT, Mumbai 

 

 

Sapling Plantation by Mr. Prasanta Ghosh (EHS In-charge) 
(46318 DM) LNG Jetty Site, HOWE, Dhamra, Odisha   

“Live life cleaner. Make it greener” 

Environment awareness by Mr. Anup Bhattacharya (EHS) & Mr. 
Chandrama Singh (Accounts) at Workshop KAD Depot, Kolkata 

Well Developed & Maintained Green Area at Kolkata Area Depot 
(KAD), Jangalpur, Kolkata 

Green Area Developed and Maintained at Talasari Area Depot, 
(TAD), Mumbai, Maharashtra 

Well Developed & Maintained Green Area at our HO-Corporate 
office, Vile Parle, Mumbai 
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World Environment Day Celebrations – 2020 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

Sapling being planted by Mr. Sanjay Choube (PM) at NMRCL, 
(41116 EW) Reach 3-2 Project 

Creating Environment awareness amongst Workers by Mr. 
Amit Ninawe (Chief SHE Mgr.) NMRCL Reach-4 (44617 EW) 

Felicitation of Kolkata Police for conducting session on WED 
during plantation drive by at RVNL Stn. Bldng, (32714 EW) 

Sapling being planted by Client in presence of Mr. Dilip Thakur 
(PD) at Trichy Airport AAI Project (EA-45718) 

Sapling being planted by Mr. Dibyendu Chowdhury (PD) of 
CPWD, Kasturba Nagar Delhi (EB047919) 

Planting Saplings on WED by Mr. Debajit Maitra (PM) and 
Team near Office Area at Talasari Depot 

“Nature is our treasure, help save it” 
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Appreciations & Awards Page-11 

Client appreciated the efforts taken to contain 

COVID-19 outbreak at Nagpur Metro Viaduct 

(42817 EW) Reach-4 

“When you save water, it saves you back” 
 

Client appreciated the efforts taken to contain 

COVID-19 outbreak at Nagpur Metro Stn. Bldg. 

(41116 EW) Reach 3&2 

 

Client appreciated the efforts taken to contain COVID-

19 outbreak at BMRCL, Bangalore 

Reach 1A (A1617 BW / D2) 

Client appreciated the efforts taken to contain COVID-

19 outbreak at BMRCL, Bangalore 

Reach 1B (A1717 BW / D2) 

Client appreciated the efforts taken to contain 

COVID-19 outbreak at BMRCL, Bangalore 

Reach 5-P1 (A1817 BW / D2) 

Client appreciated the efforts taken to contain COVID-

19 outbreak at UG-RT04, BMRCL, Bangalore 

(AT048319) 

Client appreciated the efforts taken to contain COVID-

19 outbreak & CSR activities at Airport AAI -Trichy 

Project (EA-045718) 

Client appreciated the efforts taken to contain 

COVID-19 outbreak & support local villagers at 

Udangudi Tangedco Project, TN (45418 DM) 

Mr. Gurupad Choudhary, awarded at 

BMRCL R1A (A1617BW) 

Best Safety Leaders awarded by Project 

Managers at Project sites for 4th 

Quarter (FY:2020-21) Jan-Mar’2020 

DIV-1 

DIV-2 

DIV-3 

DIV-4 

DIV-5 

Mr. Nirbhay Kumar, awarded at  

UG-RT04, BMRCL (AT048319) 
  

Mr. Lal Mohammed, awarded at 

Chhara Port-Bulk Berth (DM047119) 

Mr. Shambhu Nath Patra, awarded at 

NTPC SIPAT (CH047819) 

Mr. Sanjay Ray, awarded at Airport 

Project, AAI Pune (EA-046118)  


